
Materials

TG011
Disposable,  
Sterile Surgical 
Gown

Overview

TGO20
Non-Sterile 
Patient Gown
Overview

EcoTex
Manufactured from a mix of 75% Recycled 
SS spunbonded and SMS spunbonded 
melt-blown fabric. It is soft and comfortable 
to wear and is embossed with a texture to 
provide no-see through modesty properties. 
It is a favourite for patient gowns, scrubs 
and warming jackets.

Quality 
Assurance
Our Non-Sterile Patient Gowns is 
manufactured in accordance with the EN ISO 
13485 standard. This ensures that we deliver 
products and services that consistently meet 
customer requirements, guaranteeing full 
customer satisfaction.

Product certified to EN 13795.

All our gowns have a CE marked label and comply with the 
requirements of the medical Device Directive 93/42/EEC.

Our Standard Surgical Gowns are manufactured with Fabrics 
that are manufactured under Oekotex and ISO 9001 quality 
guidelines.

Manufactured from a dark blue textured fabric for modesty, the 
Patient Gown is made from 75% recycled spunbonded fabric 
which is soft and breathable. It comes as a generous easy to 
adjust one size garment.
 

Features

Darker blue fabric for modesty

Velcro neck fastener and waist ties

Manufactured from a mix of 75% recycled SS 
spunbonded and SMS spunbonded meltblown 
fabric

Latex FreeEcoTex

Single Use Recycled



Overview

TG020

Mostly used as a patient 
modesty gown, to protect 
from cross infection and 
liquids.

Non-Sterile Patient Gowns come in individual polybags. Store 
under ambient temperature in dry conditions.

The product has a shelf life of 5 years.

Box Quantity  100 pcs.

Dimensions  40x60x44cm

Intended Use

Non-Sterile Patient Gown

Sizing (CM)

Packaging & Storage

Available in one size.
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This patient gown is intended to be used to protect patients from cross infection and to 
provide modesty. This gown with its soft touch and hydrophobic properties is design to 
withstand liquid penetration and ease the movement of the user.


